
Wolf & Witch. 
by Z K Whitworth 

0: Introduction 
 

This story is not as standalone as I would have liked, and so I’m including this introduction to 
give some context for it. As I was writing it, I realized that there was simply too much about the world 
and characters that needed to be explained to cover it all inside the narrative, without it being clunky 
and harmful to the pace (I need all the help I can get). Familiarity with certain aspects of Dungeons & 
Dragons lore can be helpful, but is by no means required. 

The story follows two characters as they travel through Selanor, an ancient, forested region 
inhabited by the Elves, though they are now far into its northern borders and encounter only a small, 
human settlement in the foothills of the mountains. 

The main character is Rain Allthorn (with Elves, she goes by eymrɪs almRɪn, eymrɪs meaning 
“rain”), a Half-Elf in her early twenties, whose parents were killed some months prior. Rain speaks 
Elvish, Easterling (the Human language of the region), and Sylvan (the language spoken by Faeries). 

Rain’s adventuring partner is a chaotic Wood Elf named ĉelwen, though she often goes by Chel. 
Chel is young by Elven standards (being only in her nineties) and speaks Elvish, and an Elvish-Westerling 
pidgin used in Human settlements along the western border of Selanor. 

This story contains portions of dialog in Elvish. All Elvish is translated, though it is sometimes 
presented in its original form before the translation is given. Elvish dialog will use「these」as primary 
quotation marks, and『these』as secondary quotation marks. If a line of dialog is marked by these 
quotes and is italicized like「þiŝa,」then that means that the dialog is being presented in its original 
form. Unitalicized dialog like「this」is translated. 

Elvish consonants are pronounced like in English, with only minor exceptions. The vowel “ɪ” is 
pronounced like the vowel in “it.” That should be more than enough language for the purposes of this 
story.  

The setting has a small pantheon of nine deities. Of those mentioned in this story, the main 
ones are the Sisters, Gwaena (the Sun) and Andolin (the Moon). They are the goddesses of the Elves, 
but are worshipped by most races and protectors of family, forgiveness, and healing. Another goddess 
is mentioned, but I think what the story says of her is enough. 

As far as Rain’s overarching story is concerned, this story is non-canon; certain events which 
occur within it could not have happened for another 400 years. 
 

1: Wolf 
 

They came to the bridge just before midnight, under the light of a waxing moon. In the north, 
where the great forests of Selanor thinned and frayed at the edges, unravelling into thin tatters that 
were dashed against the bare, rocky earth and up the daunting slopes that formed the mountainous 
border of the Iron Kingdoms, a great chasm opened, dividing the land for nearly twelve leagues along 
the foothills. This ravine was crossed by a single bridge, which was the only sign of civilization for some 
leagues to the south. 

The map called it and the town which lay somewhere beyond it “Shore’s Bridge.” The structure 
itself was grey stone from the mountains and red beechwood from the Elven forests, and looked as 
though it had stood there in the moonlight since the mountains first put down their roots. The night 



wind blew across the old walls, whistling a hollow tune in whatever small cracks age had dug into the 
mortar. 

The bridge was perhaps thirty feet long and a dozen wide, arching like the back of a turtle over 
the dry ravine that went down hundreds of feet below. Night shadows moved and shifted in the 
depths, obscuring the bottom. 

Rain stood at the foot of Shore's Bridge and hesitated, the height creeping into her joints and 
making her feel as though she’d fall to pieces. The wind lifted her pale hair in drifts, carrying it like the 
silvery banner of a moonlit spider’s web. She had an odd feeling. There was a little part of her brain that 
spoke up at times like a vague and unreliable sixth sense, rising only to warn of hidden danger before 
sinking back into the waters of her mind to think and dream whatever else it spent its time on. This 
odd, self-preserving spirit within her was itself as unnerving as whatever warning it might bring. 

Chelwen stepped lightly onto the stones, moving with that quick, liquid grace that came so 
naturally to her. She turned to her friend, her dark eyes reflecting the moon above them. 

「What’s wrong?」Chel’s features seemed to dissolve into the night as her hair shadowed her 
face. 

「I’ve… just had a bad feeling.」Rain continued to look at the bridge, but her mind saw only 
the air that lay thin and permeable beneath it. 

「It’s not the heights thing again, is it?」 The Elf brushed her hair back, and the moon shone 
down favorably on her dark visage.  

「I—maybe. Yes, I think that’s all. I’m just a little unnerved, I’ll be alright.」  
「Well, come on,」Chel beckoned with her hand out. 「Take my hand, little girl, and I’ll walk 

you safely across.」  
They smiled at each other, Rain a little self-consciously but both knew it was all in good fun. 

They’d been long enough on the road together to withstand some teasing. 
Rain took her hand and stepped out onto the bridge, and felt for a second as though she would 

fall right through it—  
But the feeling passed. 
They had gone no more than a few feet when a crosswind picked up, coming from the scattered 

trees on the far side of the chasm. It carried with it the smell of ashes, and grey, smokey fog. The mist 
seemed to cling as it washed across them, pulling them back toward the road behind. It thickened, 
grew, swelling until it blocked out the moon and all that lay beyond the bridge. 

Still, there was light within the cloud. 
The travelers looked at each other and held on tightly. Chel dropped to one knee, her free hand 

touching her belt knife. Unspoken questions passed between the two, but neither had answers. 
Rain had seen nothing like it in her admittedly short days upon the road, and thought briefly 

that one of the mountains before them had opened up to spill the fires of the earth upon the 
countryside. But though there was the scent of ash—and something else, like rancid meat cooking 
openly—the fog seemed to be only fog, unnatural though it may be.   

The wind whistled through the bridge, growing to a ripping shriek that could not tear away the 
mists. The whistling became a howl, and the mist before them stepped forward in the form of a great 
and terrible shewolf. 

It was enormous and shaggy, big enough to climb atop a house, or snatch a person up in its 
fearsome jaws. Its bulk filled the bridge from side to side, shimmering and churning like a boiling cloud. 
Its eyes were holes of piercing, silver light, unwavering, unblinking, lidless. Its mouth opened, showing 
huge, glaring teeth. 

The wolf howled, and the world shook with its voice. 
Rain and Chel crouched, hands still linked. Rain had already unlimbered her spear and Chel had 

two of her throwing knives ready. There was a hesitant pause, then Rain let go and pulled her old, 



leather shield from her back, placing it between them and the wolf. She expected it to charge, but the 
wolf only opened its great mouth, its white teeth glowing in the light of the fog, and spoke in a 
horrible, sorrowful voice: 

「las geban! las geban!」  
My body! My body! It cried, and as they watched, it began to split and, advancing, had two heads. 
The left looked down and its six eyes were as burning coals. Its jaws dripped foam and saliva as 

it bubbled curses in some shuddering language with a forked tongue. This was the head of a demon, 
and it snapped at the air hideously. 

The right lowered its head submissively, its eyes soft, pink lights that flickered like a dying 
flame. Tears poured from them, rolling down its snout and splashing against the stones of the bridge. 
This one sobbed and implored in a wavering voice. 

「hɪmstant!」 
Turn back! 
Rain readied her spear but, whatever this beast was, she feared mundane steel would do 

naught against it. Yet, she felt safer with the weapon in hand. 
Chel loosed the two daggers, which whirled through the air and struck the beast in the neck. 

The knives continued through and vanished in the fog, and the wolf only shuddered a little at their 
passing. 

It moved forward in a fluid, sliding step, and its heads were again one. Its mouth opened and 
with a great sigh, a shimmering cloud issued from behind its teeth, which rolled out across the bridge 
and threatened to drown them. 

Rain jumped forward and struck out with her spear in quick succession, but found only air as 
she cut through the beast. She raised one hand to pull some magic from the ether, hoping that the 
unnatural might defeat the unnatural, but already the cloud was beginning to overwhelm her. 

She staggered, dizzy, sleepy, sinking. She turned and saw Chel weakening, and reached out for 
her. Their hands clasped together, she fell to the ground, and Chel soon followed. The wolf stepped 
closer, and as it lowered its head to them,  Rain’s consciousness fled. 
 

2: Waking 
 

Chelwen awoke with terror gripping her heart. She was soaked with sweat and shivering as a 
low wind shuffled through the undergrowth. The sun stood high above in the blue between the 
framing leaves, its rays giving little warmth. 

There was a hole. 
There was a hole in her. 
She could feel it, just behind her, a gap, a missing link, a… a hole. She had been somewhere and 

then nothing. 
Nothing.  
She was disconnected and it terrified her. 
In the ninety-three year narrative of her life, there was now a missing page. Her memories grew 

from the blurry sights of childhood into the clear progressions of adolescence, days and nights 
unbroken except by the brief and relaxing meditations from which Elves drew their energy. Even in 
those she had been aware. Distracted, perhaps, but aware of herself and her surroundings. 

She had never experienced oblivion, disassociation, the void which other races used to sort out 
their thoughts. Unconsciousness was foreign and uncertain, a brick missing from the wall which was her 
life. A hole through which howled a vacant wind. 

Chelwen grasped her head, curled up on her side, and began to scream. 



 
⁂  
 

Rain stood at the edge of the of trees, staring north towards the bridge, her thoughts 
occupied. It was noon and she had been up for less than an hour, but enough time had passed to 
determine that she and Chelwen were safe and not far from where they had been the night before. 

What remained was the puzzle of what had happened. There was something… dwelling in the 
area ahead. Something not of flesh, or not entirely of flesh. Something supernatural. 

Rain thought of her mother, and there was pain in her heart. 
She would have known what it was, whether a ghost or phantasm, or some enraged aspect of 

natural forces. The ghost of a wolf was unlikely, maybe, but she had no concept of whether or not such 
a thing were possible. And it spoke, and had two heads, and—  

A shriek startled Rain from her thoughts. 
「Chel!」 she ran to her companion, who lay a little way behind in the grove.「What’s wrong? 

What’s wrong, please, sh sh shh,」she knelt down and turned the Elf towards her. 「Tell me, are you 
hurt? 」She cradled her friend’s head and began stroking her bistre hair. 

The scream shuttered and then dissolved into broken shouts, separated by brief chains of 
sobbing. Tears ran down her cheeks, now smudged with bits of dirt and detritus. Her eyes were 
squeezed shut. 

「What is this?」she cried, turning over and hiding her face in Rain’s lap. Slowly, she climbed, 
and Rain cradled her against her chest. 

In time, the immediate terror passed, and Chel spoke a little about what was wrong. Rain felt 
powerless to help her. She had no understanding of what it must feel like, what must be going on. This 
was a problem no medicine would fix, and so she sat by and supported Chel, until at last she felt well 
enough to go on.  

 
3: Shore’s Bridge 

 
The town was quaint and quiet, its buildings charmingly designed with broad, peaked roofs and 

little dormers. The windows were rounded on top and flanked by nicely-carved shutters that fastened 
with small, brass hooks. Broader structures had flat tops like little walkways, perhaps for mending the 
roofs or simply looking out at the scenery. Rain was reminded of a little illustration she had seen in a 
book as a child. 

But there was something off. 
The streets were almost empty, which was odd for midday and clear weather, when people 

should be out visiting or working. And the village was more than quiet, it was nearly silent, with not 
even the animals making much noise. There was the strange sense of a held breath, and Rain felt 
discomfort like a physical presence. 

At the far end of the central gathering of buildings, a warm-looking inn crouched in the center 
of a well-kept lawn. It was perhaps a little more decorated than the other structures in the area, with 
painted trim under the eaves and on the dormers, and a stepping-stone path leading from the main 
road up to the open door. There was no stable, but a single empty horse stall that looked as though it 
had not hosted a guest in some long while. 

The two of them entered, and found a broad rectangle of a room dotted with round tables and 
served by an innkeeper who stood behind a bar at the near end. There was no fire in the hearths, which 
stood on either wall about midway down the length, and no musician played or sang for the 
entertainment of the two guests (these, average-looking men with beards, one of dark skin and the 



other pale) who sat drinking and talking at one table. Across from the entrance, a set of stairs rose to 
the second floor, where the rented rooms evidently were located. 

Rain approached the counter, and Chel lingered by the door. 
“Gee’day,” said the innkeeper, and that was all he had in the way of pleasantries. He was a big 

man, balding, but with a coal-black beard that curled close to his jaw. His buff apron was only a little 
dirty (and that only at the corners). He was tall, being even a little taller than Rain, herself, and more or 
less shaped like an egg. 

“Gee’day,” was Rain’s response, and she hoped it didn’t sound like she was mocking him.  
The innkeeper failed to pick up the conversation, instead reaching beneath the counter and 

pulling out a tankard, which he began to fill from a small keg behind him. Then, as though he had not 
just encountered two new customers, he walked out around bar and carried it over to where the two 
men were talking, and gave it to them. They had a whispered conversation, which Chel leaned towards 
invasively. 

「Chel, stop that. It’s rude,」Rain whispered in a harsh tone 
「He’s rude. Besides, I think they’re talking about us.」 
「You don’t know that; you can’t even understand them.」But she thought she was probably 

right. 
The innkeeper returned to the bar and stood behind it with a look that seemed oddly blank, but 

not hostile. Rain began to feel uneasy. 
“Sir,”she began, then anxiously brushed her hair behind her ear. “My friend and I were coming 

up the way last night and encountered something odd. Have you trouble with wolves in these parts?” 
“Nay.” 
“None at all? We thought we saw a big grey one stalking about the bridge.”  
“The eyes can play mighty tricks on ye in the shadows of a dark moon.” His face was a stone, but 

Rain thought, perhaps, that she saw him glance at their clothes or bodies. 
“Mayhap. Do you serve food? We’ve not eaten since last night.” 
“Nay.” He offered no alternatives. “What brings two Elves up to the hills?” 
“Oh, we’re just passing through.” Rain kept up a friendly face, but could she could see how this 

relationship was going to go. 
“What are ye, vagrants?” 
“We prefer the term ‘adventurers.’” 
Chel, wholly not understanding their words, looked back and forth between the two like a child 

lost in an adult conversation. 
The innkeeper gave a dismissive grunt. 
“How much is a room for two southern adventurers?” 
“Four silver a piece, six if it’s foreign.” 
“What do you account as foreign?” 
“Squares and Moons are full, and Crowns, too, if I like the looks of ye.” 
“And how do you like our looks?” Rain gave a charming smile. 
The innkeeper did not look amused, responding with a tired, unmoving look. 
Rain fished out eight pieces of silver (a mix of Dwarven “Squares” and Elven “Moons,” to use 

the innkeeper’s words) and placed them on the counter in an almost apologetic manner. 
“Up the stairs, turn right, last room on the left. Leave yer weapons in the room dur’ng yer stay. 

We’re peaceable folk and won’t abide strangers walkin’ our roads with spears in hand.” 
And that was the end of that. 
 

⁂  



 
The room was small and had only a small table, a chest of drawers, and a window in a dormer 

next to the bed. The mattress was straw, but the covering was thick enough to keep down its irritating 
properties. Out the window was a nice view of a green yard and the edge of the woods beyond. 

Rain dropped her things on the bed and tossed her cloak over them, then prepared to cache 
her spear beneath the mattress. She’d relating the conversation to Chel as soon as she was certain 
they’d not be overhead, and was now finishing the part about weapons. 

「You didn’t tell him we saw the wolf at night.」Chel packed light, and had no intention of 
stowing her knives, which no one would find on her without a search.「We’re not that far from the 
bridge, it could very well have been this morning.」   

「And the moon last night was waxing,」Rain wrapped their spare tarp carefully around the 
blade, and worked the spear down between the mattress and its frame. 

「Sure you want to leave that here? I’d sooner spend the night in a bear’s den than trust that 
man.」 

「The innkeeper may be…」Rain struggled to find a polite word,「He may not be welcoming, 
but I’ll not hold his actions against the townsfolk at large. I’ve a feeling we’ll need to be on their good 
side to make any progress.」 

「I’d rather wash my hands of this place.」 
Rain could not help but feel alike, but something tugged at her heart. 
「That wolf…whatever it was, it was in pain. It was frightening, yes, but I don’t think it was 

malicious.」 
「Nor do I, but I’m not sure this is something that warrants our intervention.」Chel stared out 

the window observing something with interest. 
「There’s something here. This wolf…the innkeeper knew of it; I’m sure. If it were some beast 

attacking the village, I’m sure he’d have asked us to investigate. He knows we’re armed, and holds no 
love for strangers; if the beast were a threat to them, why not tell us of it?」 

「And if it were some benevolent spirit,」Chel almost laughed at the thought, 「Why keep it a 
secret?」 

「Then what’s the third option?」Rain sat down on the bed. 「What sort of beast—good or 
ill—might warrant denial?」 

「I’m not sure, unless there’s something else he’s hiding.」 
「What sort of thing?」 
「Something worth living with that monster in order to keep it quiet.」 
Rain thought about this, and liked none of the implications. 
「Perhaps we’ll learn more from the other townsfolk,」she said after some time. 
「You mean to speak with them?」 
「I think they’ll not all be so closed-off as the innkeeper. And if they are, then perhaps it may 

confirm some of the more serious implications.」 
「I’ll go and learn the terrain around the town and back towards the bridge. I wonder if I’ll find 

any wolf tracks.」 
They ate a small meal of dried meat, biscuits, and a few, small apples they’d come across on 

their travels. As they did, they continued to discuss matters, but came no closer to a resolution. 
 

4: Investigation 
  

Rain made ready to leave and elected to take her bag with her, lest someone come snooping or 
she need something from it. She was familiar with a spell to ward the room, but had no time to review 



it at the moment; for now she would rely on the courtesy of their host to protect their privacy. Before 
she left, she withdrew a birchwood comb from her things. 

Rain took the comb and waved her hand over it, her fingers tracing designs as she did. Nothing 
changed, but as she picked the comb up and began to run it through her hair, the white-blonde became 
more yellow. Not a drastic difference, but one that she hoped would help her blend in. 

「I’m hoping if I look a bit more human, they might be more willing to speak with me.」  
「That’s a neat trick, you’ll have to teach me how to do that.」  
「It’s not a hard glamour, but it won’t last long. After about an or two hour it will start to fade. 

If I made a bigger change, it might last longer, but I don’t want anyone who saw me before to be 
suspicious.」 

「And your ears?」  
Rain self-consciously swept her hair behind her ear, then put it back. 
「Are they that noticeable?」   
「Come here, let me fix your hair,」Chel motioned her over, and began to pull her forelocks up 

and across her ears, tying them back over the length of hair that fell down her back. Rain sometimes 
wore her hair in such a style, but more often it was accented by braiding, which Elves so enjoyed. Now, 
to blend in, Chel left it plain and unadorned. 

「How do I look?」Rain stood up in the middle of the floor and gave a little twirl. She had 
changed from her breaches and travel coat into a knee-length skirt and blouse. 

「Pretty, but also like you’ll die before you’re ninety.」 
Rain rolled her eyes, but smiled, and then made her way downstairs and out into the town. 
 

⁂  
 

Little had changed in the streets since Rain and Chel had first entered the town, though the sky 
had perhaps grown more clouded, and the wind more chilling. There was a stillness to it all, a quiet 
broken only occasionally by the sound of a hammer somewhere driving nails into hard wood, or the 
rattle of a shutter caught in the wind. 

A communal pen huddled against one brick building, which might have been a town hall of 
sorts, though it seemed mostly unused. The pen held a pair of coops, which hosted a flock of brown 
chickens. The birds kept to themselves, and were quiet. 

As Rain stood by and looked at the chickens (which she guess were more for eggs than meat, if 
their wan physiques spoke to their purpose) a young woman approached with a basket of feed 
balanced against one hip. She wore a brown skirt and an embroidered apron with a plain white kerchief 
holding back her curly, black hair. 

“Gee’day, stranger,” she said, but she glanced away even as she spoke. Rain judged her to be 
sixteen or seventeen, by her face. 

“Gee’day,” Rain returned, and felt she did a better job with the greeting this time. 
The young woman entered the pen and began to scatter feed, which the chickens came and ate 

with only a passive interest and a few clucks. 
Rain tried to lean casually against the dry-stone wall, but found it a little short for comfort at 

her height. 
“Tell me, do these birds belong to the townsfolk, or does some family call ownership of them?” 
“These are the township’s hens, though my family runs the mill and grows the largest share of 

grain, so it is we who feed them and it is we who have first choice of the eggs.” She continued to feed 
them even as she spoke, her hands unconsciously following a careful technique so long learned that it 
seemed to be the only natural way of performing the task. 



“They’re pretty birds, I’ll say. Quiet, too. Tell me, has there been some incident here? I’ve not 
heard the sounds of wildlife since I arrived this morning. I’ve heard oft that earthquakes and fires may 
scare the animals away for a time.” 

At the mention of fire, the girl flinched, though it may have only been a twitch of nerves. Still, 
Rain thought she saw something on her face, which she now turned a little as though to hide it. 

“We’ve had naught of that sort in my time; it is only that the mountains are quiet this time of 
year.” Her pace quickened, and that careful technique became clumsy, feed slipping between her 
fingers as she went. 

“Can you tell me, then, if there are wolves about? My companion and I have not been so far 
north and have heard that such might stalk the mountain paths.” 

“Nay,” said the girl with a full stop. She upended the last remains of her basket upon the 
ground and turned to leave. “We’ve not wolves nor fires nor any thing of interest to the errant 
traveller. Gee’day, stranger.” 

“Wait,” and as the girl was walking away, Rain caught her gently by the sleeve. 
The girl turned, shocked, perhaps offended, and opened her mouth to shout. 
“Let me help you.” Rain kept her voice low, personal. 
“I’ven’t a clue what you mean and,” her hand moved to free herself from Rain’s grasp. 
“There’s something—” Rain saw the girl’s forearm, which was bandaged beneath the sleeve 

nearly from wrist to elbow. “What happened to your arm?” 
“Nothing,” she jerked away. “And I’d spend no more of my time speaking with such an intruding 

stranger as yourself.” She began walking quickly now. 
“Did the wolf do that?” 
The girl stopped. 
“We saw it as we came to the bridge last night. I’d help, please, if you’d just let me.”   
There was a silence that lasted a second, two. 
“We’ve not wolves in these parts.” 
And she walked away. 
 

⁂  
 
The village commons was a swath of verdant green near the middle of the town, where the 

townsfolk would gather on feast days to celebrate. When there were no great gatherings to be had, it 
was simply a pretty place to sit and enjoy the clean order of managed nature. On this day, groups of 
children played games in the spring sunlight. 

In the center of the commons was a black scar: a patch of black ash and charcoal perhaps a 
dozen feet across. It was more or less round and the edges of the grass around it were singed and 
damaged from fire. Rain looked at this and an uneasiness rose inside her. People avoided it, avoided 
looking at it, she could see. No one went near it, instead skirting around the edges, even on the 
western side of the grass where a pond softened the earth into mud and marsh 

White flowers grew in broad patches near the edges of the commons, forming snow-like 
mounds where children gathered to play. Near at hand, Rain found three little girls picking flowers and 
making chains of them to wear. They saw her and stopped, staring wide-eyed at the stranger. 

“Hi there,” Rain waved pleasantly as she approached. 
The closest girl, whose blonde hair was tied up in a blue ribbon, ceased her flower-picking and 

stared silently up at Rain, her big eyes watchful. 
“What…are you doing?” Rain had expected a response, and stumbled a little in proceeding 

without one. 



“Are you an Elf?” said one of the girls, this one with dark hair and freckles. Her brown eyes 
stared up at Rain’s ears. 

“I—my mother was an Elf.”  
“Do you know Adelaide?” said the blonde one. 
“Who’s Adelaide?” 
“Adelaide the crow. She’s an old bird who would come and visit me during the springtime. My 

grandmother grew up with the Elves and could speak with crows, and she taught me how to say a few 
little things.” The girl seemed a tad more bashful now, talking about herself. “Adelaide comes by and 
asks for grain, and brings me any little buttons or rocks she thinks I might like. She left after the night 
of the bonfire.” 

“She’s a smart bird,” said the third girl, who was missing one of her front teeth. Her tongue 
slipped through the gap as she talked. 

“Can you tell me about the bonfire?” Rain steered back. 
The girl fell silent, and glanced aside to her friends, who looked at her with cautious interest. 
“It’s okay, you don’t have to,” Rain returned, careful to not overstep her trust. “What’s this 

you’re doing, making flower chains?” 
“Yeah,” the freckled girl stepped in and held a garland of white flowers to be examined. 

“Whoever makes the longest will make the best wife.” 
Rain laughed, “Is that how it’s determined?” 
The three girls all nodded, very sure of that fact. 
“Mind if I join you?” 
“Aren’t you a little old?” said the freckled one. 
“Yeah, shouldn’t you be married already?” said the one with a missing tooth. 
“Do you know how to make flower chains?” said the blonde one. 
“My mother taught me.” It sounded so important said like that, but really it was just a game like 

any other child might play. 
“Was she really an Elf?” 
“Yes, the wisest one in all of Selanor.” 
“Did she teach you magic?” the one with the missing tooth half-whispered, as though no one 

should overhear them. 
“Well,” said Rain, picking up a flower that had been cast aside for its crooked stem. “Let’s see if 

she did.” She crumpled the flower between her palms, rolling it and pressing it like clay. Raising it to her 
mouth, she whispered a few spare words over it, then revealed it with a flourish: 

The flower had become a small, roughly-carved figurine of a horse, its eyes and mane simply 
but effectively detailed by thin, dark lines. 

The children gasped in amazement, their eyes wide and staring at the miracle they had just 
witnessed. One reached out to touch it, but flinched back when her courage faltered. 

Rain set the little horse aside and began carefully picking flowers, entwining their stems like a 
braid. She had done this a hundred times before, on late summer evenings amidst the cicadas and the 
fireflies. The scent of honeysuckle came to mind. 

“My mother taught me many things,” she said. “She was a friend of crows, like your 
grandmother. She lived a long, long time and helped many people.” 

“Is she—” the girl stopped. “Did she…?” 
“Yes,” Rain said sadly, though she tried to not let it show. “But I’d not tell you about that; it is a 

pretty day and at times such as these it is best to remember life. When I was your age, my mother 
would take me out as Winter came on to see the world change and wither, and then in the early Spring 
to see the first sprouts of growth. She would say to me ‘all things come and go; that is the way of 



nature. But in all things there is Return. What was, will be, and what will be, will pass, and come again in 
its time.’”  

Rain looked down to the flowers at their feet, and the children stared at her in wonder. 
“They took Mora,” said the blonde one, and the others flinched as though to stop her. 
“Who did?” Rain straightened up to look at them, but remained crouching. 
“They did.” She nodded her head in emphasis. 
“Who are they?” 
“They come from the cave near the Ghost Tree.” The one with the missing tooth said. “My 

brother went and looked at it before the adults closed it up. “ 
Some of the girls gave incredulous looks. 
“They’re Elves,” said one. 
“No, they’re Drow,” corrected another. 
“Drow are Elves, you goose.” 
“Drow?” Rain spoke up and they all turned to look at her. “Drow, as in Dark Elves?” 
“They’ll not enter a house whose door bears the mark of the Sisters,” said the toothless one. 

“That’s what my meemaw said.” 
“But Andolin is a Drow.” 
“That’s why they’re afraid of her; because she’s good and they’re evil.” 
“They live underground, and then at night…” she paused for effect, drawing herself into a ball, 

then exploding in a frightening crescendo: “they steal children!” 
“That’s just what the older kids say to try and scare us.” 
“But what about Mora?” said the blonde solemnly, and the others fell silent. 
The wind rose, blowing through the group and carrying away a few, stray petals which the 

flowers had shed. 
“Mora was a year younger than us,” the blonde one began. 
“Her parents make furniture,” said the dark-haired one. 
“She was the last one. After that, the adults went and sealed the cave with bricks and rocks.” 
“And magic,” the toothless one said with an air of wonder. “Auntie Murmurs gave them charms 

and papers to set in the cave and ward them off.” 
“Who is ‘Auntie Murmurs?’” Rain, though maintaining a facade of friendly, comforting curiosity, 

was eagerly noting details in her head. She was getting somewhere at last, and maybe now she could 
get to the bottom of things. 

“She’s a Witch Woman.” 
“My mother took me when I had a fever just before Autumn Passing. She’s old and her cave 

smells,” said the blonde one with a look of disgust. 
“Cave? Is it near the Drow cave?” 
The blonde one shook her head. “It’s down in the ravine, below the bridge. There’s a road that 

goes there from the grist mill. We’re not to go that way.” 
“Oh,” Rain tried to sound only a little interested. “Then where’s the Drow cave? You said 

something about a ‘ghost tree?’” 
The toothless one pointed north west, out over the green and the trees beyond, towards the 

slopes of the mountains rising in the distance. Amidst the patchy foliage and thin trees that clung to 
the lower hills, a tall sentinel rose above the rest. It was narrow for its length, without a single leaf on 
its spidery limbs, and it was all as white as old bone. 

None of the children said a word. 
“And the adults sealed it up? No more of them?” 
“Not since the stranger.” 
“I saw her!” said the blonde one. “She had a girl with her!” 



“Was the stranger a Drow? Was the girl someone from the town?” 
“She was a Drow! She had skin like starberry jam and long, white hair.” And then, a little 

embarrassed, perhaps: “She was beautiful.” 
“I saw the girl,” said the dark-haired one. “They kept her in my aunt’s house.” 
“Wait,” said Rain. “Could you tell me from the beginning? Tell me about the day she came to 

town.” 
The girls hesitated, looking at one another for reassurance, then began to speak, taking turns 

and speaking over each other as they felt necessary. The details were colored by childhood’s wonders 
and assumptions, but Rain committed it to memory, every word. 

They told her the story of the Bonfire. 
 

5: Passing 

 
Rain stood at the door, her eyes closed, her mind trying to focus. She needed to concentrate. 

Behind her, sitting cross-legged on the bed, Chel rested her chin on her knuckles and watched in that 
passive fascination that comes with seeing someone do something so mechanically beyond one’s 
understanding and interest that it can only be regarded with a certain amount of doubt. 

Rain liked magic. She loved to read whatever bits of theory and records she could find along 
the road, staying up at night pouring over old grimoires and tattered scrolls that spoke of the 
underlying threads that bound the universe together. 

She hated an audience. 
With magic, she struggled to find that confidence which in all else supported her. There was 

something about it, perhaps in that odd, incorporeal aspect which turned theory into practice, that she 
could never fully allow herself to trust in. 

With magic, she doubted herself. 
Rain lifted a little silver bell on the end of a string. It had likely begun its life as a trinket from 

the Festival of Bells, where people gathered to drive out the bad luck and evil spirits before the new 
year arrived. Now, it was a tool, a catalyst for setting an Alarm. 

She tugged up and down on the string, tinkling the bell gently, then paused to trace a sigil on 
the door. A brief change came over the old wood as her finger moved across it, as though she had 
dipped her nail in water, which left a dark trail that quickly faded. 

Rain rang the bell again, then turned and crossed the room to the window. There, she 
continued the ritual, ringing the bell and tracing the rune on the sill. 

「Will that really do anything?」Chel sounded more curious than doubtful. She got up and 
inspected the window. 

「If anyone but us comes in here, I’ll know about it. It won’t keep them out, but it’ll wake me up 
if someone comes in while I’m asleep, and it will let me know if someone comes snooping while we’re 
out.」 

「You think we should check out that woman?」 
「The witch? Probably. I’ve got a bad feeling about this. Something tells me she’s not just some 

old hedge-witch making medicine and delivering babies.」She went and sat down on the bed, then laid 
back to stare up at the ceiling. The room felt cramped, and Rain knew she would sleep uneasily. 

Somewhere, in the woods at beyond the edge of the town, an owl hooted; the first sound of 
the wild since they arrived. 

Chel had found what she suspected: the woods were all but clear of animals. Oh, there were a 
few here and there, but they were timid, spooked. They kept to themselves and out of sight. As for 



wolves, there was no sign of any. No tracks, no fur, no kills. Perhaps there really weren’t wolves here, at 
least before that one came. 

Rain hadn’t told the girls’ story yet. She’d listened with increasing unease, and some string in 
her heart had been struck by the tale. She didn’t want to repeat it, least of all to her friend. It felt 
unlucky, worrying. It felt like… 

…like bad news. 
「I asked some children about what happened the night of the bonfire,」she said at last, nearly 

running over the words to get through them before she changed her mind again. Oh, but this was hard. 
「Any…」Chel turned and saw Rain lying on the bed, arms spread out at her sides. She knew 

something was troubling her. 「Hey, girl, what’s wrong?」She went and sat on the bed, placing a hand 
on her companion. 

「A woman came to town, a Drow with a Human child in tow. These people have had problems 
with Drow before; they come and steal the children. These people…」she paused, considering her next 
words. 「They’ve lost a lot.」 

Chel listened in silence, watching Rain’s worried face staring up at the ceiling. 
「They seized the woman an imprisoned her. The child wouldn’t speak to them, they thought 

her beguiled in some manner and so kept her under guard to be taken to the witch-woman for a 
remedy.」 

Chel reached over and brushed a few long strands of silvery hair from Rain’s face. Tears were 
beginning to gather in the Half-Elf’s eyes. 

「They interrogated the woman, but whatever she told them wasn’t enough. They were 
convinced that she had taken the child from some nearby village, and had become lost while looking for 
the cave back to the underground, or else they weren’t willing to take chances. That night, on the 
village commons, they burned her at the stake.」 

「Did the children witness it?」Chel asked gravely, carefully. 
Rain shook her head. 
「And the child?」 
「Escaped during the event.」 
They sat in silence, the room feeling very far from home. Small, uneasy thoughts buzzed 

through their minds. At length, Chel laid down next to Rain. 
「Do you think they were right?」 
Rain said nothing at first, then:「I don’t know.」 
「I—」Chel began, then stopped. This was bad business that they were mixed up in. She said 

nothing else, but held Rain close until, at last, she drifted off into the dark sleep that sorrow brings. 
 
⁂ 
  

Morning came slowly, and Rain woke up alone. The sun was up, and came in through the 
shutters in thin sheets that held motes of dust. The room was still and empty, somehow unpleasant. 
Rain’s first thought was ‘I want to leave this place.’ 

She was still in her clothes, which clung to her, sticky with sweat. A blanket had been laid across 
her, which she now regarded less than gratefully, but found the room cold when she tossed it aside. 
Cold, sweaty, dirty, and no way to take a bath. 

Rain got out of bed and began to strip off her dirty clothes, tossing them together in a pile. 
From her bag she pulled an old brown book, its pages not yellow, but beginning to wear around the 
edges. The corners and spine were reinforced with studded brass pieces. On the cover was an 



embossed image of a snake with wings, and the words「luela zɪserhali,」「Mysteries of the Astral 
Plane.」 

The pages were handwritten (as was the preferred style of the Elves) and done in a number of 
hands and styles, even varying in orthographical systems and languages in certain points. Diagrams 
broke up the long blocks of text, images showing sketches of strange beasts, of energy networks, of 
things unseen but which existed as part of the world. 

She knew the spell well enough to do it on her own, but this wasn’t about capability. There was 
a certain comfort Rain felt in being thorough, in following all the steps and doing things right. This was 
a kind of meditation, a ritual to clean more than just her clothes. 

She came to a page which showed a hand hovering above an astrolabe. The hand formed a 
shape with its second finger and thumb pinching together against the palm. Next to this was a note on 
the motion and how the wrist turned. The main body of the page described how a small object may be 
cleaned (or dirtied, if so desired) by the light application of simple magical forces. At the bottom of the 
page, was a footnote of her own addition: 

Remember to breathe. 
Rain shut her eyes (not too tightly) and brought the morning air into her lungs 
(One, two, three, four, five) 
And held it there 
(One, two, three, four, five) 
And let it go 
(One, two, three, four, five) 
And she felt better. 
Now feeling more centered, she placed one hand over the little pile of clothes and made the 

sign with her fingers. She traced a shape above it twisting and inverting her wrist as she did. Her mind 
was focused on the binding forces of existence, the network of thread that is underneath all things. 
She thought she could feel it in her hand, like catching a spider’s web, and then pulling it, turning it with 
her fingers’ motions. She thought she could see them in her mind’s eye, each thread pulling another, 
and their new shape drawing out the sweat and dirt that had set into the cloth. 

And with the faintest release of energy, the cantrip ended. 
The clothes were now dry and, although not stiff as sweated clothes can sometimes be, they 

were a little rough, and would be for a short time as a side-effect of their unnatural cleaning. They 
looked nice, though, and after a quick scrub-down with a towel, she got dressed. 

 
⁂ 
  

Chelwen sat on the rooftop, watching the sun rise. It had been a long night. After Rain fell 
asleep, Chel had tucked her in and set down to pass the time. Faith, but it was a long night, and 
meditation had eluded her. 

The Moon did not rise. 
The Hole still cried its anxious howl, drawing her mind back to that missing link. She wanted 

companionship now more than ever, but knew that Rain needed her rest. What happened here had 
affected her deeply, and Chel’s heart went out to her. 

Rain was… sensitive. It was one of her endearing qualities, and one that Chel had grown to 
admire. At first she had seen it as naivety, not quite a weakness, but an obstacle. She had a deep sense 
of empathy; it was part of her charm, part of what made her so well-liked by so many people. It was 
part of what drew Chel to her. 



That understanding, though, did cause problems. Now, when things weren’t black-and-white, 
when she could not dismiss the pain one side has suffered in favor of the other… The situation was not 
even, clearly, but Chel knew Rain’s conscience would not let her rest easy, even in doing what was right. 

She sighed, and made ready to go back down to the room. Today, they would seek out the 
witch. 

 
6: Witch 

 
The bottom of the ravine was stagnant and lifeless. There was no wind, no water, no animals, 

not even moss upon the jagged rocks that impeded the terrain. Here was a place of broken things. The 
floor was covered in dust and gravel of rocks which had fallen and shattered from some heights above. 
Mixed with this were scattered, white bones which likewise were splintered and strewn. Nearby, the 
grinning skull of a stag—one proud antler broken away and the cheek crushed in—lay amongst its own 
teeth. 

Rain looked up to the sky, and wondered how the Sun could shine on such a place as this. 
Her hand went to her bag, and the unfamiliar weight it held. The witch-woman demanded a 

price in order to speak with her, and so they had purchased a bottle of anise wine from the innkeeper. 
He overcharged them, but the children had heard it was Auntie Murmurs’ favorite.  

Wordlessly, Chel touched Rain’s shoulder and directed her gaze to a path, which was little more 
than a trail of thin powder that weaved amongst the larger stones and went north-west. The going was 
easy, but each step was a soft crunch, like walking on a fine layer of snow. There were no more signs of 
life anywhere along the way. 

In the shadow of the bridge, which stood some two hundred and fifty feet above as a black bar 
against the afternoon sun, there was a round door like the head of a wine cask in the wall of the ravine. 
A small, shingled eave formed something resembling a porch in front of it, which was home to an open 
barrel of stagnant water and a squat table which supported fat, green candle which had long ago 
reduced itself to a sprawling web across the wooden surface. 

A twisted ring of gnarled twigs hung as a wreath from the eaves, holding a mummified lizard 
circumscribed within. Beside this, a set of windchimes made of small bones and dried reeds hung silent 
in the still air. In the center of the door, a reptile skull served as a knocker. 

Rain stared, mystified, for a moment, wondering what creature such a skull could belong to. It 
was as big as a child’s head, with a long, narrowing snout and a mess of twisted teeth. Its hollow eyes 
were pierced by a metal ring which affixed it to the door. 

「Kobold.」Chell answered the unasked question, then lifted the skull by its nose and let it 
drop back with a clattering thud. The sound tumbled through the ravine, echoing dully into the 
distance. Silence returned, and she raised her hand to knock again, and a panel slid open in the door, 
revealing a gleaming, yellow eye. 

「What’s this? Elves, is it?」The eye spoke in a muddy voice. Her words were a mix of an old 
form of Elvish and Easterling, both twisted by a clinging affectation that drew her sounds towards the 
back of her throat. She gave an ill-sounding cackle. 「To what do I owe this honor?」 

「Auntie Murmurs?」Chel did her best to not sound unnerved, and Rain gave her an 
appreciative glance. 

「Aye, that they call me.」 
「We’re travellers,」Rain began, then paused, uncertain. 
「Aye, and pretty ones.」She made a gross sound with her lips. 
「We want to talk,」Chel picked up, ignoring her. 
「Did you bring payment?」 



Rain pulled out the bottle of anise wine and showed it to the eye, which grew eagerly at its 
sight. The panel clacked shut, and the door slowly creaked open, letting out a wave of hot, swampy air. 
It was humid, and smelled of rotting undergrowth. 

The cave was cluttered and damp, a cramped collection of old furniture and arcane junk. Just 
inside was a small sitting area, indicated by a ripped settee and a matching set of moulding chairs. The 
ceiling hung a variety of little things: amulets, tokens, jewelry, vegetables, lamps…it was as if a horde 
of clutter were descending slowly upon the room from above. 

Underfoot (and on the walls, when it deigned to climb), was a lumpy, diseased-looking creature 
which served as both pet and servant to the witch: her familiar, or perhaps only a twisted imp that 
owed her some debt. 

It was no bigger than a rat or a squirrel, and looked not all together like a frog or a piglet or a 
bat, but some twisted mixture of those and other, more verminous, things. It had leathery wings and 
small, intelligent eyes that Rain did not like the look of. 

「What is that thing?」Chel pointed, not wholly wanting an answer. 
「Homunculus.」Rain had seen a drawing in one of her magic books. Not all looked quite 

so…ugly, but this one appeared loathsomely sticky.  
The sitting area was a small couch and a wooden rocking chair (looking to be made of damp 

twigs and a wrapping of old moss), which sat facing each other in the middle of the cramped space. 
Behind the chair, a cauldron simmered over a bed of coals. The back wall was all shelves, filled 
floor-to-ceiling with all manner of oddities. A handful of books lay in disorder at one side, but the rest 
was all objects and artifacts. 

There was mirror covered in black paint; a bundle of huge, hairy feathers from some brightly 
colored bird; a red horseshoe too large for any steed, the skull of an Owlbear with wax eyeballs in its 
sockets… 

The clutter was an astounding collection of seemingly useless miscellanea, each piece either 
more unusual or more gruesome than the last. On the topmost shelf, far on the right where the 
shadows of the cave all but hid it, Rain thought she saw a glass jar with a human face floating in a thin 
liquid. 

The Hag motioned for them to sit, then pulled some small amount of powder from up her 
sleeve and tossed it onto the coals, which flared brightly and began to lick flames. 

「And what can I help ye lassies with?」she said as she piled herself into her rocking chair, 
which groaned under her weight, light as she seemed. Her face was uneven, gaunt yet lumpy, and her 
skin was covered in patches of rough, scaly flesh. 

「We’re looking for information on a recent occurrence in the town.」Chel casually placed her 
arm over the back of the couch, but Rain knew this was only to allow better access to the knife she kept 
up her sleeve. 

「A woman came to town two weeks ago, a Drow woman with a child in her care.」Rain 
decided to start slow, start neutral. She doubted the Hag would respond well to an aggressive opening, 
but was not opposed to the idea of forcing things if she proved uncooperative. Still, she knew they 
would need to be exceedingly cautious; the hag was an unknown factor, and might be more than they 
were prepared to handle.  

Unconsciously, Rain’s hand drifted to the knife she had stowed in the back of her belt. 
「Aye, yes, the one the folks called a witch.」The Hag gave no indication of her opinion on the 

matter. 
「They call you a witch, too,」said Chel. 
「People call me many things, but they always call on me for help.」She gave a wet laugh. 「

But the Drow was a different matter; she was a stranger, an outsider, an unknown from a race that has 



long made itself the enemy of these rural folk. And,」she continued「she bore the mark of the Witch.
」 

「What mark?」Rain felt a stab of worry in her heart. 
「The mark of the Witch Below.」The Hag’s lips bundled up into a grimy sneer and she made  a 

sign of her own, pointing to her brow and her cheek above and below her eye. 
The Witch Below. 
「Is this true?」 
「Ye paid yer price, aye? If ye’ll nay trust my word there’ll be naught to come of this palaver.」   
「Was she?」 
「Was she what?」 
「A servant of her.」 
The Hag offered a shrug that said she neither knew nor cared. 
「Did you tell the people of your doubts?」 
「When they brought her to me and asked whether she lied or not, I said『per’aps,』and had 

no more to do with that business.」She gave a twisting smile.「They gave me her weapons in thanks 
and buried what was left of her at the crossroads, let the Witch have 'er soul.」  

Rain thought she might be telling the truth in this. The Hag had a strange candidness, 
misleading, but not untruthful. She made no effort to hide her enjoyment at the state of affairs, or to 
pretend that what had happened had not been (to some degree) her doing. She wasn’t treating them 
as townsfolk, with whom she had to keep up a facade of benevolence; she saw them as what they were: 
a third party that could be beneficial if she pulled the right strings. But if she wanted only power and 
dominance (as Rain suspected), she might pit the town and the travelers against each other. If it came 
to one destroying the other, the town would be the better side for her to help. 

Rain did not want to play along. 
「I’m starting to think we’re not going to get anywhere with this,」Rain sighed, turning to Chel. 
「Not unless we figure out how to speak with the dead,」Chel leaned back, exasperated. 
「That’s possible. I saw my mother do it once, when someone had been murdered in a town we 

were visiting to give out medicine. She asked who had killed him, and I saw the dead man talk.」 
「Is that something you can do?」 
Rain shook her head.「My mother lived for hundreds of years; she studied divinity in the 

Cathedral of the Sisters; once, she went to New Baslan to see the scrolls that the Order of the Ivory 
Moth brought out of the Wasteland. I can light a fire or make some illusions, but my magic is a whole 
different kind, and my abilities might as well be nonexistent in comparison.」  

Chel looked not wholly upset by the thought of not pursuing this thread. 
「Oh, I could do that; Auntie Murmurs knows how ye can listen to the voices of the departed.」 
They stared at her with cautious interest. 
「A simple thing when ye know as much as I. I can give you what you need, for a small favor.」 
「What kind of favor?」Chel’s voice was slick with incredulity. 
「A tooth.」 
「A tooth?」 
「I am not giving you one of my teeth.」Chel raised her arms in revulsion. 
「Not you, the half-breed.」 She looked hungrily towards Rain. 
「Half-breed?」Rain straightened up in indignation, and a few hairs that had become stuck in 

the couch were plucked from her head with a sharp pain. 
「Just one. I’ve lost most of mine and need some new replacements.」The witch gave a rotten, 

empty smile. Her tongue was black between her gums.「I’d like an eyetooth, but I’m feeling gracious 
and so will let ye choose.」The homunculus scurried up to her lap carrying a huge set of pincers. They 



were old and blackened at the end, and looked more like something one might use to move logs in a 
fireplace. 

「No, you’ll get no teeth of mine.」 
「Fine, a nail then.」 
「Just a clipping?」 
「If you insist.」The Hag shrugged, setting the pincers aside 
Rain glanced aside, hesitating to decline the bargain. 
「Rain, are you sure about this?」 Chel’s face was lined with worry. In the strange light of the 

cave, her dark features looked old and sickly. 
「No, but we don’t have a choice; we need to make contact with the ghost, either to help her or 

these people.」 
「Look, you know more about magic than I do, if you want to do this, do it, but it seems like a 

bad idea to me.」 
It was a bad idea. Rain knew it, could feel it, would have hesitated even had her mother not 

warned her of the wicked things that lurked in the edges of the woods. She knew what a Hag was, what 
twisted, selfish, unseelie things they were. She couldn’t imagine what horrid perversion of occult power 
‘Auntie Murmurs’ could work with a Half-Elf’s fingernail and whatever other arcane odds-and-ends she 
might have stocked away in such a rat’s nest of a hovel. 

But she hoped to be done with this whole affair and put an end to her plotting before it bore 
fruit. 

「I’ll do it.」 
「Good.」She gave another smile and lifted a set of shearing pincers. They looked no more 

delicate than the last pair. 
Rain, cautiously, trying to drive her mind elsewhere, extended her arm. 
「Other one; I’ll have it from the third finger of your left hand or not at all.」 
She offered that hand, flinching back as the long, clammy fingers wrapped around her own. She 

looked away to Chel, taking her hand and squeezing it. Her companion nodded reassuringly. 
Rain cried out as a sharp bite of pain cut through her fingertip. 
「Oh, dearie me,」Auntie Murmurs sounded not at all phased.「I seem to have caught some 

skin. No matter.」 
Rain jerked her hand back, blood already starting to run down the side of her finger. Her nail 

was trimmed raggedly, and the tip of the flesh was cut away, red life bubbling up from it. She stuck it in 
her mouth to soothe it, and cringed at some cold, bitter, moulded taste which clung to it, mixing with 
the iron. 

「Oh, well, no harm no foul.」 The Hag passed the bloodied clipping to the homunculus, which 
scurried off to deposit it in some hidden spot.「And now for your reward.」The witch stood, turned, 
and stepped over her chair in a way that looked not altogether possible. She began grabbing things 
from shelves and the ceiling and under rugs. 

The homunculus returned with a small, shallow bowl which it used to catch bits and pieces that 
she dropped. She made a mixture of something that looked like mundane dirt and spider’s silk, grated a 
bit of a tooth that she plucked from a misshapen badger skull, added a dash of a red, foggy liquid, and a 
pinch of ashes from the fireplace. 

The concoction hissed and bubbled, glittered a moment, then fell silent. She sealed the bowl 
with a bit of wax and parchment, then offered it to the adventurers. 

「Take this to the gravesite and set the bones out in a circle, which ye are to sit in. Put the bowl 
between ye, hold the skull in yer hands, burn the mixture, and let yer lungs taste the smoke.」 

Chel took the bowl and was chagrined to find that it was, itself, a piece of skull with its rim 
coated in brass. 



「Is that it?」Rain was already wrapping the end of her finger in a strip of bandage. 
「Yes and if our business is done, I’d have ye out of my house.」  
They obliged with eager haste, ready to be quit of the dank and gloomy hole, but as they 

stepped out into the dry and dusty ravine, they both shivered in the cool air. 
 

7: Bones 
 

The moon shone full and bright at the crossroads, its weird light showing the grave markers as 
a herd of small, narrow spirits crowding behind the pillar of the signpost, which shepherded them with 
its stunted, crooked arms. There were no trees here, save those that loomed behind in a tight crowd 
along the road, blocking the village from sight a mile behind. Ahead, the dirt path lay as a glittering 
stripe that curved over the low mounds of earth, was crossed by its twin, then rose into the distance 
and disappeared as a pale thread draped over a hill. 

The scene was still, save for the slight motion of the low grass in the night wind. Rain regarded 
the landscape with a sense of clinging desolation. The sight of her parents rose in her mind. 

「Is this the place?」 
Rain only nodded, and continued forward, unwilling to stop and give herself the opportunity 

turn back. Again the urge rose to leave this place behind and be done with it all, but they had come too 
far now, and they must press on. 

Near where the two roads met, standing close to the corner of the intersection, a small garden 
of stones grew in the moonlight. Some were tall and tumbling, others were worn down by years or 
sinking slowly into the grass, but each was placed carefully and neatly into rows. 

One stone, a smooth, grey one with a crack running down its length, still stood straight, and 
carefully watched over a bare patch of earth that huddled in its shadow. 

In silence, they began to dig, and quickly found the job uncomfortably easy. There is a certain 
freshness to gravedirt that lingers a time after interment, a soft, porous quality that seemed to say to 
the dead ‘Are you sure? Are you sure you are done with this world?’ 

They found bones. 
They were disjointed and scorched, haphazardly placed and nearly unidentifiable in some cases. 

What first struck Rain as she began lifting the bones (these the small bones of the hands and fingers) 
was the smell. There was the dark odor of turned earth, yes, but beneath that, where should have been 
the sick sweetness of decay, there was only ash. The bones still smelled of fire. 

Chel stopped digging and lifted something up between them. 
It was a necklace of some sort, dirty, yes, but undeniably well-made, and entirely of silver. The 

fine chain was broken, but the pendant seemed intact. It was a hand and forearm, which dangled 
fist-down from the chain. It grasped another, short chain from which depended a round, silver 
medallion. The medallion was featureless, but curved slightly outward. 

「What do you make of this?」Chel leaned close to examine the glittering piece of jewelry. 
Rain stared at it for a time, almost in shock, or else in some sort of confused denial as her brain 

worked its way through this new piece of the puzzle. 
「It’s a holy symbol,」she said, finally. 
「What? Really?」 
「It’s an old style, but it is. The hand and the Moon, the symbol of Andolin.」 
They both looked up at the full moon shining down upon them. 
「So, what does this mean? She was a priestess?」 
「Certainly a devotee of some fashion, I should think. Such an artifact would not come cheaply.

」Rain took the pendant carefully, ensuring that it stayed on its chain, and set it aside. They would keep 
that with the bones. 



In the bottom of the hole was the rounded section of a larger bone. It was fire-darkened, but 
hard and smooth and whole. With slow hands, they worked it out of the dirt, uncovering a grim and 
leering skull. 

Rain lifted the skull to look at it, and immediately the lower jaw fell away, first into a great, 
cackling smile, then unhinging and dropping back into the hole. She looked at it carefully, trying to 
imagine the face that once hid it, but found she had less knowledge of bone structure than she would 
have thought. Human or Elf, when Rain looked at the skull she could never imagine that it was anything 
but dead. 

On the right side of the skull’s face there were two etched markings, each like a wide, 
unblinking eye. One was above just above the brow, the other below the eye on the cheekbone, 
forming an odd column. Though the skull was burned and black, these etchings remained pure 
white—almost luminous—and they stared eagerly up to the heavens above. Rain traced the etchings 
with a hesitant finger, and a shiver ran down her spine. 

「What are those about?」Chel whispered, and Rain jumped, startled. 
「I’m…not sure. I haven’t seen anything like it before. Eyes…」 
She remembered what the Hag had said. The Witch Below.  
The Witch’s influence lingered in the world, a shadow waiting to rise again. 
「We should get on with it.」Rain continued to stare into the dark hollows of the eyes. 
「I know what you’re going to say, but are you sure you want to do this?」 
Rain sighed, and nodded, handing the skull to Chel and beginning to prepare the ritual. 
In the road, she began to lay out the bones. First long ones, those of the arms and legs, then 

the smaller, less-obvious bones of the hands, the feet, and the spine. It took more than she would have 
thought, and the upper back and ribs were still together, so she left them aside. Chel kept digging out 
more bones and passing them to her and, by the end, there was a circle, rough but complete, in the 
middle of the path. 

Rain stepped into it, almost bracing for some imagined feeling that might arise. She felt as 
though she was entering into some liminal space, but the line of bones gave no resistance, no barrier 
against the living. She knelt in it, and began to prepare the bowl. 

Chel joined her, but kept silent. This was Rain’s place of expertise, and whatever doubts she 
might have, she trusted her friend’s judgement in such matters of the arcane. She could smell the scent 
of ash around them, and beneath it was a sharper odor, almost like a spice, that belonged to the 
mixture in the bowl. 

「Are you ready?」Rain set the bowl between them and placed a comforting hand on Chel. 
She nodded, and together they lifted the skull between them. With one hand, Rain made a sign 

over the incense in the bowl, and it sparked, sprouted a wavering blue flame, and began to stream a 
trail of white smoke up into the night sky above. 

The effect was immediate. 
It smelled like earth and spices and soft, mouldering things in dim, stagnant pools. It smelled of 

illness, of decay, of all the death that ever was put into the ground. 
It smelled wet, and it washed over them, blinded them, rolling over their minds like a tide, and 

Rain feared they would drown in it. 
But it settled, quieted, and they found themselves in a world of white fog. 
The putrid stench gave way to the smell of simple cooking and old leather, of medicine and 

weapon oil. It was the scent of a traveler long upon the road, but it was peaceful and homely, and Rain 
felt a certain sense of longing at its arrival. 

A figure approached through the mist, a dark shadow that resolved into a dark woman, lithe 
and beautiful as the night sky. She stood, unreal, seeming to float and drift on the currents of the air, 



her white hair dissolving into the fog and flowing out beside her. Her eyes shined like starlight, and her 
face was calm, serene, and knowing. 

On her right cheek and brow, there were white tattoos like great, unblinking eyes. 
The woman came to them, knelt with them, reached out her hands to them, shutting her eyes. 

With one hand each, they held hers, and with one they held each others, and the three were linked in 
body and mind. 

 
8: Life 

 
Beneath the earth, a street runs through the heart of a city. People walk past, ignoring each other 

for their own business. Amongst them stands a Drow child, her feet dressed in fine slippers. She stares in 
wonder at the light, which rises in bright tongues above the roofs of the buildings, casting itself against the 
cavern ceiling, high above. She has never seen such colors before, and wonders what must be going on at 
home to cause such a show. 

… 
Flashes of horror, of familiar faces, slaughtered, burned. The girl stands alone with her mother, the 

last remnants of a Noble House. She stands quietly, blankly, and feels nothing. 
… 
A job. 
The child walks through the street, another House’s insignia on the breast of her smock. She leads 

slaves to the market, walking the cobblestones in bare feet. In the bazaar, she meets with a man, a 
Duergar. He is cruel and smells of fungus and wine. He lies, says they had agreed on a lower price, says that 
children should trust their elders, says he can take his business elsewhere. 

She refuses, demands the prices she was told to bring. 
He strikes her, and no one cares. 
As he gathers up the slaves’ lead rope and prepares to take them to holding, the child steals his 

belt knife and slits him open. The man dies in street, trying to hold himself together. 
… 
The child stands before her mother and the matrons of their new House. The priestesses are 

gathered in their grey robes, their tabards bearing a column of eyes. One approaches the girl and inspects 
her, examining her eyes, her skin, her nails. They say she may be gifted, say she may be special, say she may 
have what it takes. They give the matrons gold, and take the child from her mother. 

…  
A place outside of town, a well, a seal, an ancient engraving:『THIS IS WHERE THE WORLD 

BLEEDS.』The well is opened, and the child is dropped into the labyrinth beneath. 
… 
There are others.  
The Pit is full of children, its shifting halls and bogs and caves are washed in their blood. The girl 

kills. She takes what weapons she can find, eats what food can be gathered, sees children devoured by 
what lurks in the water, finds their bones washed on the shore. The Pit changes, and changes those within 
it, and what must be eaten, is eaten. 

… 
The priestesses return and bring the child out of the darkness and blood, and she is a young 

woman. She has survived because she is gifted, she is special, she has what it takes. They show her naked to 
the people of the city, proclaim her as exalted, say she will become one of them, chosen by their goddess, 
one who will lead their people to greatness, to the surface, to revenge. 

They say she will be of the「anankalvra,」say she will be a Sun-Eater.   
… 



The woman lives in a palace, and her days are books and her evenings are pleasure. Now, again, 
she wears fine slippers, and there are servants who come and go at her whim. They bring her whatever she 
needs, for the priestesses have commanded that it be so. She studies history, studies the gods, studies the 
stars she has not yet seen. She practices her weapons, learns magic, and prepares for her transformation. 

She receives her first Brand, a pair of eyes. 
… 
More fighting, more books, more tests. She is being forged, folded, tempered. She is nearing 

perfection. The Witch has shown favor upon the woman, and she grows. 
…  
The next test. 
An Elf is brought before the woman, given to the woman. The Elf is young and beautiful and blind, 

given to the Drow woman to be a maid,  servant, and pet. The Elf is kind, her spirit remains unbroken even 
through her captivity, which she credits to her faith in the goddess she once served as a Cleric. She serves 
the woman now, and tells her of the Moon and stars. 

The Elf knows something, the woman sees it in the way she smiles, hears it in how she says「Of 
course, let me get that for you,」feels it in her touch as she dresses her and combs her hair.  The stories 
she tells are false, heretical. She is different, exotic, her skin is fair and her words are strange, and her spirit 
is unknowably strong. 

… 
The woman stands in a circular room. The dome above is carved in runes and images of arcanum. 

There is fire here, candles in the hands of the priestesses who line the walls. They are here to watch. 
In the woman’s hand is a knife, old and jagged. Its grey, iron grip is cold and unforgiving. At the 

base of the blade is the carving of an eye, through which the goddess watches. 
The Elf kneels before her master, her head lowered submissively, as though in prayer. The woman 

listens, watches her lips, wonders if she is praying, and what is in her heart. The woman, even after all this 
time, could never understand the Elf. The priestesses said it was because the Elves are fools and liars, their 
ways were the ways of the blind, those who refuse to see the truth. 

The priestesses wait. 
The woman lowers herself, lifts the Elf’s chin, looks into her sightless eyes. She asks if there’s 

anything she would like to say. The Elf mouths a word, and the woman, still holding her by the chin, places 
the blade against her throat. 

A moment passes, then swells, growing into an anxious silence. 
The knife is lowered. 
A priestess raises a question. 
The woman raises her own. 
The others gasp and murmur. 
The command is repeated, fingers point at the Elf accusingly. 
The woman hesitates, refuses, and feels the weight of her sins for the first time in her life. 
Then there is shouting, the raising of hands, the calls of judgement. The woman has failed. 
The Path, once begun, cannot be forsaken. 
The woman runs, taking the Elf with her. They flee through the halls and out into the courtyard. 

The gates are barred against them, held by guards who once would have died for the woman. She kills 
them, and escapes into the city. 

The Elf is wounded, blood spreading darkly across her white gown. The shaft of an arrow stands 
out from her stomach. The woman can fix this, can carry the Elf, can stitch the flesh and draw out the 
arrow head, but there’s no time, no safe place for them in this world. 

The woman flees into the wilderness, the caves beyond the city which climb in twisting pathways 
to the surface above. They are pursued, hunted, but the woman escapes. 



The Elf dies, her blood left black by the poison of the arrow. The woman weeps, feeling herself 
alone for the first time in her long life. 

… 
There is a quiet grave in the forest and, above, the stars. 
…  
There are years and there is learning, there is love and there is the Moon, guiding the woman as 

she walks the paths of the world. The woman has become a pilgrim, and she has helped those in need. She 
feels the weight of her sins, but the burden grows light in grace. 

The Elves of the forests call her「oɪn eltatan:」brave, beautiful, and alone.    
…  
There is a girl, starving beyond the edge of town, high in the mountains. 
The people gather to watch in wonder and fear. A she-wolf guards her, frantic, panting. Whispers 

pass through the crowd: who is this child? Where has she come from? What sort of omen is she? 
The woman approaches, her hands raised in a sign of gentleness. She is a servant of the Moon, to 

whom the wolves howl in allegiance, and she smells of the woods. The she-wolf lets her pass, but clings to 
her as a shadow, curious and ready to defend the girl. 

The woman touches the child, feels the fever of her skin, wraps her carefully in a blanket, and 
begins to build a fire. There is much for her to do, and it will be a long night of waiting. 

… 
The child knows no language, no culture. She is bestial, defensive, and fights back with what little 

strength she has recovered. The woman soothes her, and in time, the child calms. The woman teaches her 
first to listen, then to speak, and, with time, the girl begins to tell the story of her search for home. 

In their travels, the woman teaches the girl of the Moon, just as the woman was taught before. She 
says that the Moon watches over the lost, and guides the wanderer home. In this, the girl finds comfort at 
last, though she yet shuns all others but the woman and the wolf. 

…  
There is a town in the hills where the woman and the child enter it in the early morning as the Sun 

rises above the mountains the stretch on the north and east. It is a pretty place, one where children play 
and people talk in the streets. 

Someone shouts something, another raises an alarm. People run, or gather weapons, and the 
children are hidden away. The people take the child from her, pen her in on all sides. It is a 
misunderstanding; they will let her go when they see she is no threat. 

She will not fight them, for they act in ignorance.  They take her spear, her sword, bind her, lock 
her away, and she waits for her goddess to deliver her. 

Hours pass, and the Sun lowers herself through the western sky. The woman has been questioned, 
beaten, but not broken. She will not give them a reason to hate her, not even in her own defense. They 
bring her out of her confinement, lead her through the streets to a green place, where stands a pile of 
wood and the trunk of a barkless tree. 

They chain her to the standing trunk, bury her feet in kindling, watch to see if she will fight back. 
People approach, toss wood at her feet, small offerings to the dead and the lost. Each is given a 

name, said as a prayer for those who will not be forgotten. 
“Sannid,” says one. 
“Ihranon,” says the next. 
“Helene,” 
And 
“Mathim,” 
And 
“Lucia.” 



And 
“Mora,” 
And 
“Jeyna,” 
And 
More 
And 
More 
And on it goes, a dozen, a score; the voices come, young and old, to speak once more the names of 

the taken, and to offer their bundles to the pyre. 
The woman cries for the lost and repeats each in an offering of prayer, that their souls might be 

comforted, and that they might not know what is done in their names.  
At last comes the man who speaks for the people. 
“Be ye ready, then?” he says, and there is a smile on his face. 
But the woman will not bend to him. 
“Have ye any last request?” 
And to this says the woman: “Let me face east, that I might see my goddess once more before I join 

her.” 
And the man continues to smile, and he has his guards turn her eastward, toward the dark horizon, 
And he takes as strip of cloth, and he ties it across her eyes. 
Then, as the woman cries once more, there is a light, both hot and terrible, and the light grows, 

and it breathes the air from her lungs, and it consumes her. 
 

9: Peace 
 

Rain and Chel sat with Oɪn in a world where mist coiled around them. The Drow’s eyes were 
shut, her tattoos staring out blindly from her blue-black skin. Her face wore a look of serenity, one that 
speaks of long-carried burdens cast aside. 

Rain opened her mouth, and from a great distance, her words came. 
「What would you have us do for you?」she said, her voice wavering, drifting. 
And the woman said, tears beginning to run, glittering, down her cheeks, her expression 

breaking up. A child, finally allowed to cry for herself. 
「Bury me somewhere beautiful.」   
And the wind blew through them, and carried her away in its arms, off into night sky, leaving 

only the dark drops of her tears on the dirt of the crossroad. 
 

10: Confrontation 
 

The travellers sat in the common room of the inn, drinks sitting between them on the table, 
untouched. Neither had rested the night before. Instead, they had sat together, talked a little, eaten a 
little, and waited for the Sun to rise. 

Now they were waiting for it all to be over. They had asked the innkeeper if he knew how they 
could speak with the mayor, and he had offered to send word to the man. They wanted to talk this out, 
but prepared for the worst.  

Mostly they were tired. Chel especially was beginning to look haggard, her meditations still 
disrupted by the anxiety and unrest in her mind. Rain prayed that when this came to an end, she would 
find the peace she needed. 



The door to the inn shut, a jarring sound in the otherwise quiet morning. People had entered, 
the mayor and several tall folk, some of them rough-looking. Some of them were armed. 

The mayor was a young man with slick hair and a wide, self-assured smile. The look of him made 
Rain uncomfortable, and she could see Chel felt the same way. There was something about this man 
and his clean, grey vest, neatly laced boots, and finely-creased breeches that unsettled her mind. A 
long-bladed dirk hung at his side. As he approached, one hand fingered the necklace he was wearing, 
which was a small, silver talisman on a leather cord. 

Just behind him, a big man stood with a notched sword strapped to his belt. This one, whose 
wide-set eyes looked down over a crooked nose, bore an expression of dull distaste. 

“Good day, my ladies,” he said with that same smile. “I’ve heard around town that ye’ve been 
making something of a name for ye’selves with my folk.” 

Rain opened her mouth, but the man continued. 
“Now, I mean no disrespect—we’re a small town, y’see—but we can’t abide such discord here. 

Ye’ve been saying things—” 
“And your people—” 
“Bad things and worse things.” His eyes looked at them with a hard and unweathering gaze. 
「What’s he saying?」Chel’s hand was already hovering by one of her knives. 
“We were trying to figure out what had happened here. We wanted to help you people, save 

you from the problem you made.” 
“The only problem here is you and your friend.” His smile stopped. “People saw you loitering 

around the children. We care about our children, here, and will go to what lengths necessary to protect 
them.” 

“You killed a woman,” 
“We burned a witch.” 
“She was a servant of the gods!” 
“She was a Drow!” He slammed his hand on the table. “Our people have fought hers for 

generations! They come and they take our children from their beds, stealing them and carrying them 
beneath the earth!” His face was a twist of misery and anger, creased and ugly. 

“She was a person! An individual possessed of a soul and making her own choices. Innocent!” 
“She was marked by the Witch!” 
“A scar of her past life, one she had long regretted.” 
“Regret does not absolve; her sins caught up to her. Whatever she may have been doing with 

that child, she had more than earned her fate for a century of killing, of slavery. ‘Blood for blood,’ and 
so we consigned her to the crossroads.” 

“You have angered Andolin, who favored her servant.” 
“And ye’d speak for the gods?” He scoffed, almost laughing at the idea. The brute behind him 

made a low, chuckling sound. “I’ve had enough of this. Marl?” He motioned to his guard. 
Chel needed no translation and sprang at the first sign of the tough’s movement; before his 

sword was a quarter drawn, one of her knives slammed into the back of his fist, drawing blood and a 
horrified scream. 

The mayor whirled around in surprise and Rain kicked the back of his knee in and slammed her 
fist into the nape of his neck. The young man went down, stunned, and they bolted towards the stairs 
as a club-wielding woman with the arms of a blacksmith moved to block the way. 

Rain watched, heart pounding, as the woman swung her cudgel at head-height. Chel was in 
front and ducked under the blow, slamming into the woman and leaving her on the ground with a knife 
in her stomach. 

「I really think we shouldn’t kill these people!」Rain cried hesitantly as they dashed up the 
creaking staircase. 



「It’s not like it’s going to make our situation worse. These people are murderers!」Chel slid to 
a stop in front of their door and slammed it open. Rain followed her in.「I’m not risking my skin trying 
to persuade my way out of this. You can’t reason with these people; if she couldn’t do it, I don’t like our 
chances.」  

Rain saw Oɪn with her hands bound behind her, being led to the foot of her pyre upon the 
communal green. 

She reached under the mattress and found her spear and satchel. She studied the blade a 
moment in thought, then was pulled back by the sound of shouts from downstairs and the approach of 
feet. There would be more blood before this was over, and she tried hard to think only of her own. 

「We climb out onto the roof, it’s our only shot.」 Chel was already opening the shutters. 
「The roof?」  
「Either that or we stab our way through all of them. The hall’s only wide enough for one 

person to fight one person;  your spear’s an advantage there, but I don’t think you can take all of them 
on your own. 」 She pulled herself up on the upper frame of the window, then swung out onto the roof. 

Rain shut her eyes, and stepped out. 
It was not so high, and the pitch not too steep, a pile of hay sat conveniently just below, but the 

tiles clicked against one another when stepped on, and any could loose and give way underfoot. She 
turned her gaze up to the flat peak of the roof above them and watched as Chel scrambled up on all 
fours. 

A group of men burst into their room and Rain started to climb as best she could with a spear in 
one hand. Using her knife, Chell pried up a tile and weighed it a moment, testing its balance, before 
flinging it down at the bald head which had emerged from the window and was now looking around. 

The man crumpled forward, sliding down the roof and off the eaves, landing in the fodder 
below. 

She climbed partway down the roof, one hand on the flat peak, the other helping Rain up. 
From here, they could see the town spreading before them, people beginning to gather in the 

streets below. A chill wind rolled down from the mountains and carried on into the woods beyond the 
town. Low, white clouds drifted through the blue sky above. 

Rain shook, but not from the height. 
「Hey, we’ve got more!」Chel shouted, working another shingle off of the roof. Below, a bald 

man stuck his head from the dormer window and looked around, then twisted to see them up behind 
him. He called to his allies and began to climb out.   

Rain made a sign with her hand, holding her first two fingers together and the others against 
her palm. With a turn of her wrist, she traced a circle in the air, her fingertips trailing a streak of orange 
light. She opened her hand and the air bloomed into a small mote of fire, which floated and lingered 
above her palm. She took aim and thrusted her hand, pointing at her target. 

The spark flew as a red bolt, darting weightlessly through the air and streaking past the man’s 
face as he ducked back inside. A cry of pain indicated that the spell had at least grazed him, but the 
main portion of its strength was wasted on the path beyond, where it struck with a bang, leaving 
behind a smoldering, black mark.  

Two men came from behind, having climbed up through one of the windows on the other side. 
These two could have been brothers, with their broad faces and reddish hair. One carried a blacksmith’s 
hammer, and the other a quarterstaff, which had a pair of farrier’s nails driven through one end. 

They were big and slow, and Chel knifed hers in the first exchange, sending him tumbling down 
the roof and into the hay below. Rain was not so quick, and the man with the quarterstaff had some 
skill, parrying her stabs carefully. 



The world suddenly dimmed, and Rain stumbled forward, nearly dropping her spear. She was 
numb, dazed, but felt a pain growing in the back of her head. Something whizzed past her, a rock as big 
as her fist. 

Chel shouted something, but Rain couldn’t make it out. Her ears rang horribly. Someone threw 
another rock, but this one missed, too, and clattered uselessly down the other side of the roof. The 
man with the quarterstaff swung it hard into her side, one of the nails biting into the flesh of her upper 
arm. 

She saw Chel throw something at the man who was leaning out the dormer window, throwing 
rocks up at them. He ducked back inside with a scared look on his burned face. 

The brute grabbed at Rain, and she shoved him back out of instinct. Not expecting her strength, 
the man stumbled back, catching his balance just above the opposite slope. He swung his weapon 
defensively to parry any attacks that might come, but Rain caught the nails in his staff behind head of 
her spear and wrenched it from his hands. The improvised weapon was flung to the ground below 
them. 

Her next attack was a stab, this one catching him hard in the forearm as he tried to defend 
himself. She felt the tip of her spear glance of the bones and the man fell backwards, sliding down to 
the eaves of the roof, crying out in pain.  

Rain stared down at him a moment, still catching her breath. Her head ached and her arm was 
bleeding down onto her hand. She wiped the blood on the leg of her skirt and held her spear tighter. 

“Enough of this.” 
The mayor stood at the far end of the roof, one of his toughs (this one a strong young fellow 

with a crowbar in hand) at his side.  
“Ye’ve caused more than your fair share of trouble in our little town, and I think it’s time we put 

a stop to the whole thing.” He drew that slender-bladed dirk, and it shone like a mirror in the sunlight. 
“Sammuel, let’s end these troublemakers.” 

The two of them ran forward, and Rain pulled out another mote of flame, which she hurled at 
the brute. It exploded with a rushing sound, like a fire suddenly flaring, and a hand-sized hole was 
burned into his shirt. The young man staggered a moment, grasping at his chest, which was now 
hairless, blistered, and pink-red. Chel came at him, ducking a wide swing of the crowbar and kicking 
high, the blade of her foot hitting him in his burn. 

He fell, screaming, his chest now bloody beneath his hands. Chel kicked him again and he rolled 
to the side, tumbling down the slope of the roof and trailing his fading cries behind him. 

The mayor went after Rain, and though he was less imposing than his goons, he was fast and 
accurate. He closed the distance with ease and began to strike out with his dirk, forcing her back. Rain, 
unable to dodge or backstep with the edge of the roof behind her now, relied on her shield and clumsy, 
warding blows with the haft of her spear. He was too close for the weapon to be used to good effect, 
but she kept her defensive stance and refused to back down. 

Chel, now finished with the tough, came at the mayor without missing a step, and he was 
forced to one side as she slashed at him with both hands. Rain swung hard with the haft and struck a 
solid blow across his back. His dirk clattered to the roof, and Chel swept it up, then drove him 
backwards against the edge of the roofwalk. 

Rain jabbed the butt of her spear into his stomach and he fell to his knees, coughing. One hand 
grasped at his throat. 

“It’s over,” she said. “Oɪn chose to let you live, and so I will, in her name, let you live. Stand 
down, and go in peace.” 

The mayor made a sound like a gasp or a scoff, and yanked the talisman he wore around his 
neck. The leather cord broke and he hurled it across the roofwalk, and the thing began to burn as it 
went. 



The talisman floated to the walkway, trailing smoke and sparks of green and orange and white. 
It landed and flared, the flames boiling and turning in on themselves like a ball of worms. All at once, 
the fire stood up, and it was the Hag in her molding robe and fish-patched skin. Her eyes grew wide, her 
fear and surprise showing the poisoned edges of the sickly orbs where black and green had begun to 
eat away at the edges of the yellow ivory. 

“Auntie, kill them! Kill the interlopers!” The mayor screamed, spittle and blood flying from his 
lips, all semblance of his once-professional demeanor having died and been buried in mounting 
indignation. 

“Fool! Idiot! What have you done?” The Hag flapped and shrieked, darting her beak of a nose 
this way and that, like a cornered animal looking for an escape. “You’ve killed us! Killed us!” 

Chel was on her in an instant, but her cuts fell short, the Hag drawing up and out of danger in a 
liquid, slithering way. She threw up one hand and a cloud of black-green smoke issued from her sleeve, 
expelling a swarm of loathsome insects onto the Wood Elf. Chel staggered back, blinded and distracted 
by the flies, beetles, and centipedes that clung to her skin. 

“Chel!” Rain started towards her and nearly fell as something grabbed her ankle. The mayor 
wrapped his hands around her leg, holding her back, pulling her down. There was a wild look in his eyes, 
a crazy, hopeful gleam that exclaimed ‘I have won!’ 

Rain drove her fist into his teeth and he crumpled, letting go and as though struck dead. She 
grabbed him by the collar and hauled him up. For one brief second, Rain held his weight fully, and then 
she tossed him from the roof. 

He landed with thud, like a cut of meat falling from a countertop. Below, the gathering crowd 
gasped, but none approached to help him. 

Rain whirled, adrenaline flooding her body, her mind intensely taking in all the information it 
could. Her senses seemed sharper, heightened, as though the world around her now were truly alive 
and in color. 

She was ready to end this. 
The Hag stood over Chel, slashing at her with filthy nails. She laughed a shrill, piercing, keening 

laugh, her mouth a gaping, pink smile. Chelwen thrashed on the ground, still covered in insects and 
trying to defend herself. 

Rain bolted forward, her spear readied, and the Hag turned to her, her eyes holding a sharp and 
piercing gleam. One claw lifted something from her sleeve: a small glass vial, which she crushed in her 
palm. Blood spilled out and the witch cackled. 

Rain felt something seize her heart. An icy hand had reached inside her, held still as stone, 
pressed on her lungs until it was a struggle to breathe. Her eyes darted around, her limbs froze, she 
tried to fight it, and there was such an intense, electric pain that she thought her heart might stop. 

She looked in horror and saw the remains of the bottle in the Hag’s foul hands and about her 
feet. Sticking to the wet, bloodied skin was a long red thread, which hung beads of clotting blood that 
ran down its length and dripped to the ground. But it wasn’t red, and it wasn’t some common string. 

A portion of it draped over the back of her hand, and here, where the small amount of blood in 
the vial had not reached, the thread was thin and silver-white. 

Somewhere amidst the glass drops of her own blood, which mixed with the Hag’s where the 
glass had cut her, Rain knew there was a clipping of the fingernail she had given in exchange for the 
ritual incense. She had given Auntie Murmurs everything she needed win this fight. 

Rain stood helpless. 
She could feel the enchantment on her, not just in her muscles, but around her, around that 

incorporeal, superphysical self, as a bright, glowing ring of light. Its presence squeezed, imposed, 
trapped her. Held her. 



The Hag cackled, seemingly unable to help herself. Her face was a caricature, twisted in a gross 
imitation humor and happiness. She bent over Chel, who still lay blinded and tormented by the vermin 
which crawled across her. The Hag kicked her, but she did not cry out, only curled tighter. 

「I’ll return for you once the poison sets in, dearie,」she said, lifting the dirk, which Chel had 
dropped. The blood on her hand spread across the handle. 「For now, I’ll concern myself with the 
half-blood.」 

She stepped over the broken glass with that smooth fluidity that seemed so strange on her 
aged and rotten form. Her fingers wrapped around the knife like the milky roots of a diseased, 
withered plant. Rain could do nothing but watch as death approached, grinning and vile. 

The Hag drew near, raising the knife, the tip pointed towards Rain’s throat and, beginning to 
laugh— 

There was a brilliant CRACK as something impacted the back of the Hag’s skull, and she fell, 
blood already streaming down her twisting, grey hair and dropping about her feet, where a broken 
shingle lay. Behind her, Chel was getting to her feet, her face red, bleeding, her eyes bleary, but she 
was standing. 

As soon as the shingle struck her, the Hag lost her concentration and the spell broke. Rain 
struck out, bashing with the butt of her spear, but the Hag—stunned, but not unconscious—dipped 
under, sliding around as slick as smoke. Rain caught her as she did, sweeping the point of her spear 
against the her shin. The old crone stumbled, crawled a second, and flipped onto her back, lifting up on 
her arms at the edge of the roof.   

Rain stood poised above her, and with both hands drove her spear through the witch’s heart. 
The Hag screamed and began to unravel, her appearance peeling away like birch bark. A fine, 

greasy smoke rose from her flesh, which was revealed as grey and furrowed, like cheap parchment long 
soured. What remained when the twisting and the crying stopped was a crooked old corpse of a 
woman, a Hag whose vile manipulations had caused so much harm. The shredded bits of her former 
disguise quietly sublimated in the sunlight. 

Rain withdrew her spear and, with a grimace of distaste, kicked the body from the roof, sending 
it tumbling through the air. Its impact was punctuated by a groan from the injured mayor. The crowd 
still kept their distance, the children staring up with wide, terrified eyes as they hid behind their 
parents. Rain saw them, and wished that they had been born somewhere else. 

“People of Shore’s Bridge,” she began, her voice carrying out over the silent village below. 
“There is blood on your hands; the blood of an innocent woman whom you murdered in ignorance and 
hatred. Her name was Oɪn, and she was a healer, a savior, and a guardian to those she met. She lived, 
and she loved, and she lost her life because she cared more about protecting you than freeing herself. 
Even in self-defense, she would not raise a hand and give you a reason for your hatred. She served 
Andolin to her death. 

“In her sorrow, her soul could not pass on. She took the form of a wolf, who have long been 
servants of the Moon, and sought to protect travellers from falling into your hands. What wounds she 
inflicted on you is little against what she suffered. 

“The Hag you called ‘Auntie Murmurs’ is dead. She was a foul and unclean creature who long 
fed off of your town, twisting and manipulating you over generations. She lied to you, and though I 
know not how much of this situation is her doing, I pray for your sakes that much of your current 
temperament and errors are solely of her influence, and that—with her death—you might grow to 
know the weight of your actions. 

“We will leave you now, and shake the dirt of this place from our boots. You will not see us 
again.” 

She turned, walked back to Chel, and together they descended the roof and left the village. 



 
11: Catharsis 

 
All that remained of the Homunculus was a few, trimmed sticks tied around a mandrake root, 

which sat in a nest in an old sconce. Without the Hag, the cave seemed somehow more cluttered, more 
rotten. It was as if the witch were the only thing holding the place together. Already, here and there, 
knick-knacks hanging from the ceiling had begun to fall. 

Around the edges of the cave, an oily, ichorous liquid was gathering, seeming to seep directly 
from the walls. The place smelled like the underside of a log, that clean, earthy odor of the unlit parts 
of nature, mixing with something foul—the decay of some unnatural, poisonous thing. Still, Rain found 
something uplifting about the place; without the Hag’s sustaining influence, the place would collapse, 
and the earth would heal itself. 

Without a word, Chel picked up an earthenware pot and flung it against the wall, where it 
shattered and released a brief cloud of blue smoke that dissipated with a moaning sound. Rain stepped 
carefully over fallen mobile and skirted around the sitting area. The witch’s rocking chair fell to pieces 
without her even touching it. 

The old cauldron was silent, its fire extinguished forever. The dark liquid within was beginning 
to film over, and floating at one end was the half-rotten corpse of a creature that was not quite a fish, 
not quite a snake. Its great, glassy eye stared in horror at Rain, as if saying ‘What have you done? Now 
we all shall rot away.’ Its belly scales, marked by open sores, sloughed off into brew, spilling a mass of 
dead worms which floated and dispersed. 

From here, she could see a room off to one side, accessible through a narrow opening hidden 
by the natural folds of the wall. Beyond, a small, cramped chamber held a bed of straw and rags. There, 
propped in the corner, was a spear, and a shortsword in a scabbard. 

Rain squeezed through the gap, trying her best to not touch the walls which here were slick 
with a thin fluid. The “bedroom” was even smaller than it appeared from the outside, and it smelled like 
burned hair. She stepped over the straw and a few mouldering rags that lay in the floor and carefully 
lifted the spear, as though it might fall to pieces if handled. 

It felt cold and real beneath her fingers, and a pang of sadness bit into her heart. Oɪn stood 
before her, her hair streaming brightly in the night wind as she stared out over the path that lay before 
her. Her eyes were burdened, and the image faded.  

Rain went and placed the two weapons a short distance away from the entrance of the cave, 
laying them amongst the bits of rock and bone that carpeted ravine, then returned to the Hag’s den for 
one last order of business. 

Chel stood just inside, tossing a rock idly into the air and catching it. She looked over as Rain 
entered, their eyes locking for a moment, hers still bloodshot and irritated from the smoke, bite-marks 
dotting her cheeks. Rain nodded, and Chel hurled the stone, striking one of the jars on the shelves 
beyond the cauldron. The glass shattered, spilling its oily contents across the old wood and onto the 
floor below. The sound was startling crack that seemed to reverberate into unknown depths, as though 
the cave were but a small part of a huge cavern. 

But it sounded good, felt good. 
The two of them destroyed the place, tearing it down piece by piece. Sun and Moon and all the 

Saints, did it feel good. Rain poured it all out, her mind a blur, her pulse pounding. There was no one 
here but the two of them, no facades to keep up, no politics to negotiate. It was just the two of them 
and cave full of vile junk to be destroyed. 

In the end, all that was left was the remains of the Hag’s life and works: a hole full of garbage 
and the pain she had caused. Chel made a torch, threw it into the cave, and it all burned. 



 
12: Return 

 
In the forests of Selanor, within sight of the First Tree, which stands high to the heavens and 

spreads its long arms to the sky, a crow came into a small meadow and alighted upon a stone. Water 
flowed down from from an abutting cliff, forming a clear and lovely pool which time and again served 
the needs of the deer which lived and danced nearby. 

The crow tilted her head, her dark, intelligent eyes examining the water and the winter ferns 
which curled and stretched along the ground. The stone was clean and tall, uneven but not ugly. It 
looked intentional, but not out of place. 

On the stone, on the side facing towards the First Tree, a small set of three neatly-carved lines 
could be read. The crow looked at these from its perch above, wondering what had placed this stone 
(for it had not been when last she came through), and who had written upon it. 

 
eyd trel ɪfren oɪni eltatani 
yu sa’in kwent 
wɪl mey tain iland 
 
Here are the bones of Oɪn Eltatan 
Favored by the Moon 
May she find rest 
 
At the base of the stone was something shiny, something silver, something that caught the 

crow’s eye. She hopped down and examined it, prodding it with her beak. She wanted it, but it was too 
large, too heavy, and its shape was awkward. And beyond that, a little voice whispered in her mind that 
she should not disturb this place, that this was a place of quiet visitation. A special place, favored by the 
Moon. 

And so the crow hopped lightly over to the edge of the pond and bent to drink a little, before 
looking once more at the strange, standing stone, and rising up on dark wings, wheeling into the 
vastness of the sky above. 


